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Definitely one of the better publications I have got possibly read. It really is written in basic phrases and not difficult to understand. You won't sense monotony at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for about if you request me).
(Darion Lowe)
GOD S EYES A-TWINKLE: AN ANTHOLOGY OF THE STORIES OF T. F. POWYS

Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. God s Eyes A-Twinkle offers a conspectus of thirty eight short stories by T.F. Powys drawn from the following collections: Bottle s Path ; No Painted Plumage ; Captain Patch ; The House with the Echo ; The White Paternoster ; and, The Left Leg . The stories included are: A Loud Lie ; Darkness and Nathaniel ; Only the Devil ; The Seaweed and the Cuckoo-Clock ; Jesus Walk ; The Key of the Field ; I Came as a Bride ; The Gong ; The White Weathercock ; When Thou wast Naked ; Charlotte Bennett ; John Pardy and the Waves ; Mr Pim and the Holy Crumb ; King Duck ; The Bucket and the Rope ; The Devil ; The Only Penitent . This title also includes: The White Paternoster ; The Stone and Mr Thomas ; My Money ; Christ in the Cupboard ; Archdeacon Truggin ; The Left Leg ; A Christmas Gift ; The Candle and the Slow-Worm ; The Lonely Lady ; The Rival Pastors ; The Golden Gates ; The Dog and the Lantern ; Captain Patch ; No Room ; The Dewpond ; Bottle s Path ; Gold ; In Dull Devonshire ; Lie The Down, Oddity! ; John Told and the Worm ; and, The Corpse and the Flea . Charles Prentice, who had been T.F. Powys editor, concludes his preface in a way that would be difficult to better, They (the stories) should all be read slowly. Powys is not a literalist; his words convey more than their face value. These stories treat of the general and unalterable, with subtlety of thought and feeling,...
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